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BrainTrust Ink Title, Living on Purpose by Amy Wong Named by Magic Pen
As The 2022 Book of The Year

February 15th, 2023, Austin, TX- Greenleaf Book Group is thrilled to announce that BrainTrust Ink title Living on Purpose: Five Deliberate Choices to Realize Fulfillment and Joy by Amy Eliza Wong received the Book of the Year award from The Magic Pen (https://themagicpen.com/amy-eliza-wong-living-on-purpose/).

Book of the Year award winner: Living on Purpose: Five Deliberate Choices to Realize Fulfillment and Joy by Amy Eliza Wong.

###

About Greenleaf Book Group
Greenleaf Book Group is a publisher and distributor best known for its innovative business model, distribution power and award-winning designs. Named one of the fastest-growing companies in the United States by Inc. magazine, it has represented more than 1,000 titles, including over 50 that have hit The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal or USA Today Best Seller lists. You can learn more about Greenleaf and its partnerships at www.greenleafbookgroup.com

About The Magic Pen Book of the Year Awards
THE MAGIC PEN takes great pride in reviewing thousands of Books every year. Of all of the submissions we receive, we feel it’s necessary to take some time to recognize a few select authors out there whose work continues to set a high standard of journalistic excellence. Some of the major factors taken into consideration:
https://themagicpen.com/amy-eliza-wong-living-on-purpose/